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Download46 Venn Diagram Picture Given Pdf Answer Questions -- Download47 Venn Diagram Answer pdf -- Download47 Venn Diagram Pdf Answers -- Download All content outside of this point is for higher levels only. The ratio can be written as a breakdown in some ways. Example: The red-to-blue counter is in the bag in the ratio (\textcolor{red}{3}
:\textcolor{blue}{2}). There is \dfrac{\textcolor{red}{3}}{\textcolor{blue}{2}} because of many red counters as blue counters. There is \dfrac{\textcolor{blue}{2}}{textcolor{red}{3}} because of many blue counters as red counters. Alternatively, we can write either part as a fraction of the total namely \dfrac{\textcolor{blue}{2}}{\textcolor{black}{5}} counter in a blue
bag. To simplify the ratio we divide all parts of the ratio by the same factor. Example: Write the following ratio in the simplest form, \textcolor{red}{15}:\textcolor{blue}{30}:\textcolor{limegreen}{24} All we do is divide each number by the highest common factor of all three numbers, i.e. 3. We cannot simplify this anymore, therefore its ratio is in its simplest form.
To increase the ratio we breed by the same factors. Example: Meringue is made by mixing egg white cups and sugar cups in the ratio ̵\textcolor{limegreen}{3}:\textcolor{blue}{7}. How many cups of sugar is needed if \textcolor{limegreen}{12} white cups are used in the mix? We know that \textcolor{limegreen}{12} = \textcolor{limegreen}{3} \times
\textcolor{black}{4}, so we need to multiply the ratio by \textcolor{black}{4} So when \textcolor{limegreen}{12} {28} egg white is used, \textcolor{bluecolor Sometimes you might see a x:y ratio where y includes x. This is part of : overall ratio. Example: Adam has some apples and oranges in his bag. The orange ratio for fruitful results in its bag is
\textcolor{orange}{2}:\textcolor{blue}{7} a) Find the overall breakdown – What breakdown of Adam's fruit is orange? For each \textcolor{blue}{7} fruit, \textcolor{orange}2 of them are orange. \large{\frac{\text{part}}{\text{whole}} = \frac{2}{7}} b) Find a section ratio – What is the ratio of orange to apples? \textcolor{orange}{2} of each \textcolor{blue}{7} pieces of
fruit are orange, so \textcolor{blue}{7} – \textcolor{orange}{2} = \textcolor{limegreen}{5} \textcolor{blue}use {7} pieces of fruit are apples. For each orange \textcolor{orange}{2} there is \textcolor{limegreen}{5} apple \text{textcolor{Orange}{ores} : \textcolor{limegreen}{apples}= \textcolor{orange}{2}: \textcolor{orange {2}} c) Finding the missing amount – Adam
has \textcolor{orange}{4}, how many apples does he have? We need to increase the ratio of \textcolor{orange}{2}:\textcolor{limegreen}{5}, so that the left is equal to \textcolor{orange}{4}. Therefore, we are compressing the ratio by \textcolor{black}when {2}. So, Adam has \textcolor{limegreen}when {10} apple. Being able to divide the amount into a ratio is the
key skills required. Example: Aaron, Kim and Paul split \textcolor{purple}{£6000} in the ratio textcolor{red}{3}:\textcolor{limegreen}{4}:\textcolor{blue}{5}. How much money does Aaron receive? Step 1: Find the number of sections in the ratio: \textcolor{red}{3}+\textcolor{limegreen}{4}+\textcolor{blue}{5} = \textcolor{black}{12} section. Step 2: Divide the total
volume by the total portion in the ratio, this finds a value of 1 part. \textcolor{purple}{£6000} \div \textcolor{black}{12} = \textcolor{orange}{£500} = \, 1 step 3 section: The value of a section with the number of parts Aaron has: \textcolor{orange}{£500} \times \textcolor{red}{3} = £1500 So Aaron gets £1500. You can sometimes be given the difference between
two parts of the ratio, rather than the total amount. Example: Josh, James and John share sweets in the ratio of \textcolor{orange}{1}:\textcolor{blue}{2}:\textcolor{red}{4}. Josh has \textcolor{limegreen}{9} less candy than John. How many sweets is James? Step 1: First, find out how many parts of the ratio \textcolor{limegreen}{9} candy form:
\textcolor{limegreen}{9} \, \text{sweets} = \text{John's sweets} – \text{Josh's sweets} = \textcolor{red}{4} \, \text{parts} – \textcolor{orange}{1} \, \text{part} = 3 \text{parts}. Step 2: Then divide to find 1 part: \textcolor{limegreen}{9}\, \text{sweets} \div 3 = \textcolor{purple}{3} \, \text{sweets} \textcolor{purple}{3} \text{ sweets } = 1 \text{ part = Step 3: From the
number of parts James needs to find how many sweets he has: \text{James' sweets} = \textco{bluelor {2} \text{parts} = \textcolor{blue}{2} \times \textcolor{pur}{3} \, \text{sweets} = \bf{6 \ , \text{sweets}} You need to be prepared for a question where the ratio changes. Example: Billy and Claire share marble in the ratio of \textcolor{blue}{5}:\textcolor{limegreen}
{3}. Billy gave \textcolor{orange}{4} marble to Claire and the ratio is now 1:1. How many sweets each initially? Step 1: Initially, Billy had \textcolor{blue}{5}x marble and Claire had \textcolor{limegreen}{3}x marble. Step 2: Billy gives \textcolor{ore}{4} marble to Claire. Now, Billy has \textcolor{blue}{5}x-\textcolor{orange}{4} marble and Claire have
\textcolor{limegreen}{3}x+\textcolor{ore}{4}. Step 3: Ratio \textcolor{blue}{5}x-\textcolor{orange}{4} : \textcolor{limegreen}{3}x+\textcolor{orange}{4} is 1:1. = \dfrac{1}{1} Nyahtapis and finish for x, \start{inline} (\textcolor{blue}{5}x-\textcolor{orange}{4})&amp; = = = \\ \textcolor{blue}{5}x &amp;= \textcolor{limegreen}{3}x+\textcolor{orange}{8} \\ 2x &amp;=
\textcolor{orange}{8} \\ x &amp;&amp; = 4 \end{aligned} Initially, Billy has \textcolor{blue}{5x = 20} marble and Claire have \textcolor{limegreen}{3x = 12}. To reduce the ratio to form 1:n or n:1, all you need to do is divide the overall ratio by the smallest number. Write the following ratio in its entire form the easiest. [2 marks] First, we need to multiply all parts of
the ratio so there are only frame numbers left before simplified. Change the following ratio into the same unit ratio in the simplest form. [2 marks] If the ratio has different units, we need to convert one of the units to another, then facilitate the ratio to the simplest shape. a) To avoid a small portion of students who have blonde hair, we need to add a proof of the
ratio. The total ratio is 4 + 5 = 9. This means that we are dealing with the 9th. Since the ratio section for blon{4}{9}de students is 4, this means that a small portion of the blonde student is \dfrac{4}{9} b) We know from the previous question that students have blonde hair. Therefore, the breakdown of students with brown hair is \dfrac{5}{9}. If there are a total of
450 students in the school, we need to exercise whatac{5}{9} out of 450 are: \dfrac{5}{9} \times 450 = 250 students. Overall, there are 7 parts of this ratio (2 + 5 = 7). If 7 shares have a value of 35, then 1 share has a value of 5 (35 \div 7 = 5). Since 1 stock has a value of 5, then 2 shares will have a value of 10 (2 \times 5 = 10). Since 1 stock has a value of 5,
then 5 shares will have a value of 25 (5 times 5 = 25). To find out the total cost of Lucy's tiles buying, we need to work out how many white tiles she buys. To find out the number of white tiles, we need to know the amount of tiles it purchases. The ratio is 2 blue parts to 13 white parts. If Lucy buys 16 blue tiles, this is 8 times more than a figure for a blue tile in
a ratio (16\div2=8). If the number of blue tiles he bought is 8 times more than the blue tile given in the ratio, then the number of white tiles he bought must also be 8 times more than the figure of white tiles in a ratio. Therefore, the number of white tiles he bought is: 13\times8 = 104 white tiles Now we know how many tiles each color it buys, we can calculate
the total cost of the tile. The cost of 16 blue tiles is: 16\times2.80 = \pounds44.80 Cost 104 white tiles are: 104\times2.35 =\pounds244.40 Therefore, Lucy's total spend for tiles is: 44.80 +244.40=\pounds289.20 The first thing we need to do is cut 20 \% spent on magazine subscriptions so we can find out how much allowance Steve is Leave. 20 \% instead of
£200 can be calculated as follows: 0.2 \times \pound 200 = \pound 40 You might prefer to think 20% in your head: 10\% than £200 is £20, so 20 \% is 2 \times \pound 20 = \pound 40 Then cut this from £200: \pounds200 - \pounds40 = = Thus, Steve has £160 pounds remaining that he spends on sweets, football stickers and fizzy drinks in a ratio of 5 : 2 :1.
By adding a ratio, we know that we are dealing with the eighth. (We know we are dealing in the eighth because 5 + 2 + 1 = 8). We know from the ratio that the part he spends on football stickers is 5, which means that Steve spends{5}{8} out of the remaining allowances on football stickers. The exact amount steve spent on football stickers can be calculated
as follows: \dfrac{5}{8} \times \pounds160 = \pounds100 a) We're told that Jon reads double the book as Kate. As a ratio, this can be written as 2 : 1. We were also told that Alieke read 4 times as many books as Jon. As a ratio, this can be written as 4 : 1. The issue we have now is in The Jon ratio : Kate, Jon's stock is 2, while in the Alieke ratio : Jon, Jon's
shares are 1. By doubting the ratio of 4 : 1 for Aleike : Jon to 8 : 2, Jon's shares are now the same in both raties. This means that we can state this is the 3-way ratio as follows: \text{Alieke : Jon : Kate }= 8 : 2 : 1 b) We were told that Alieke read 63 more books from Kate last year, and we knew from the previous section of the question that Alieke : Kate read
the ratio was 8 : 1. In this ratio, the part is 8 parts to 1 part, so we can conclude that the difference between the ratio parts is 7 parts (8 - 1 = 7). If the difference in the ratio section is 7 parts, and the difference in the number of books read is 63, then we can find out the number of books read that 1 part of the ratio represents: 63 \div 7 = 9\text { books} If one
part of the ratio represents 7 books read, we can now work out how many books are read overall by three people. By adding a ratio, we know that the number of shares is 11 (8 + 2 + 1 = 11), so the number of books read can be calculated as follows: 11 \times 9\text{ books} = 99\text{ books} Try the check card on this topic. Topic.
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